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Michigan State Senator District 35

Primary Election: August 7, 2018

Michigan State Senate District 35

Candidates: 4 Republicans + 1 Democrat + 1 Libertarian
Vote in one political party's primary only.
Duties: The Michigan Senate shares responsibility with the Michigan House of Representatives to enact
new laws and amend or repeal existing laws.
Qualifications: State Senators may serve a maximum of two full terms. They must be at least 21 years
of age and a registered voter in their district. There are 38 State Senate districts which are reapportioned after each census.
Term: 4 years
VOTE for ONE (1)

RAY A FRANZ, Republican
Did Not Respond in Time for Inclusion
BRUCE R RENDON, Republican

Did Not Respond in Time for Inclusion

CARY URKA, Republican
Website: pending
Occupation / Current Position: Farm manager
Education: Some college and a couple of trade schools
Qualifications / Experience: Don't owe anyone anything opolitically

Questions:
1. PRIORITIES: What are your top three state legislative priorities and how would you address them?
A: I would like to be on the judiciary committee. I would like to look out for the peoples interest in
developing the new marijuana laws. This has been abused for so long that there is some concern that
special interest will override the peoples intent once the smoke clears. I have watched various committee
hearings for the last year and have seen very little oversight of real judicial issues, most of it is minor
adjustments to current law that goes past with unanimous vote with little attention from the public. I
would like to see some scrutiny of things that seem to have become common practice in local
government.
2. EDUCATION: What measures do you support/propose to achieve improved educational outcomes and
accessibility for Michigan students from early childhood through post-secondary education?
A: I went to a major event arranged mainly by a political party regarding education that had panel
discussion. There were cards passed out for questions and collected. Not one of them asked. Each issue
had about 5 minutes of reasons of opinions of why things were good for us and 5 seconds of what was
actually going to be done. We had panel members from a couple local businesses, 2 or 3 superintendents,
a couple grant managers but not a single teacher or union representative. Same for a meeting on the
opioids, not a doctor on the panel which appeared to be primarily focused on grant money.
3. ECONOMY: What policies do you support to increase jobs and help Michigan residents improve their
economic positions?
A: I have been in both positions, employee and employer and have made lots of mistakes along the way.
There is a lot of focus on training workers but employers could benefit as well. There is a trend to focus on
workers thru privatization lately, how to save money with them while creating a administrator class that
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seems to grow at every turn. We now have several bosses with advanced degrees for few workers with
very little transparency, workers are now "contractors" instead of public employees. We are getting grants
to get more grants, to pay more people to get more grants, this will collapse.
4. ELECTIONS: What state policies do you support regarding campaign funding and voting rights?
A: The earlier we allow people to vote the better. There seems to be an argument that the young "don't
have the experience" to cast a wise vote. I personally don't think they would do a lot worse than the rest
of us. Many of the "issues" have simply became a way to divide up sides in a political game and
misinformation and confusion seems to be the intent more than to truly inform. Campaign funding issues
will not heal themselves until there is a movement to elect people who don't take the money. We now
have a system that represents groups over what is good for most people, anyone that has been thru this
knows.
5. ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY: What actions or policies do you support to protect Michigan’s water, air
and land for current and future generations, while meeting the state’s energy needs? Explain how those
actions or policies would affect the future of Enbridge Pipeline 5.
A: People want to drive 1 ton trucks to get groceries. There needs to be economic incentives to use less.
If we want to conserve we should have tax credits for those without cars, for those with smaller bills. Its a
problem when we are totally growth based on consumption. Line 5 is a perfect issue of politics gone
astray. Lots of opinions on what is good for us from both sides and little to do with solutions. As a career
welder I am suspect though, I have seen a lot rust from inside out. There are going to be more spills from
old pipes, had one in our area recently and still not sure the cause was diagnosed correctly.
6. JUSTICE: What policies will you pursue to promote social and racial justice in our state?
A: There is very little recourse available to common people especially when the courts and local
governments fail. Many are priced out of a remedy and it appears to be done intentionally. I would like to
see the attorney general office focus on the welfare of citizens instead of being a defense for government.
There is no complaint mechanism for people, none that isn't so complex that most give up. Most issues
only get attention when they get caught in a spotlight and then become photo ops often prior to elections.
Its difficult to be a passionate moderate, we have become the parties of extremes.

CURT VanderWALL, Republican
Did Not Respond in Time for Inclusion
MIKE TAILLARD, Democrat
Website: www.miketaillard.com
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/MikeTaillardforSenate/
Twitter: twitter.com/MikeTaillard
Occupation / Current Position: Economic consultant, author, and adjunct graduate
school professor
Education: PhD - Research Field in Behavioral Economics;; MBA - Specializations in
International Finance and International management;; BSci - International Economics;;
AA - Business Administration
Qualifications / Experience: I've been an economic consultant for the last 16 years,
and all the businesses, non-profits, and government agencies I helped succeeded.
Politician clients ignored the research, so I'm here to get the job done right this time. In
addition, I've been a small business owner, an Army soldier, an educator, and I'm at
the cutting edge of economic research beneficial for proper policy development.

Questions:
1. PRIORITIES: What are your top three state legislative priorities and how would you address them?
A: 1) Improve the way decisions are made, emphasizing objective research and data-based policy.
Obligatory research reports on policy outcomes and potential alternatives must be addressed and provided
to the public prior to votes in legislature, and laws eliminating conflicts of interest be implemented. 2) Not
just repair, but improve our state infrastructure using updated technologies to increase its economic
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potential and improve quality of life. 3) Comprehensive assessment of policies and operations to maximize
efficiency, reduce waste, and decrease spending while improving programs rather than cutting them.
2. EDUCATION: What measures do you support/propose to achieve improved educational outcomes and
accessibility for Michigan students from early childhood through post-secondary education?
A: 1) Stop draining public school resources to fund for-profit charter schools, and expand funding for
schools. 2) Provide free or affordable before- and after-school classes students can choose so that working
parents can ensure their kids are in a safe, constructive environment. 3) Include early childhood education
as part of the standard public school programs. 4) Provide options for courses and environments for
students to learn curriculum in a manner best suited to their learning style, interests, and aspirations for
their own future. 5) Expand post-secondary education options for trade schools, apprenticeships, etc
3. ECONOMY: What policies do you support to increase jobs and help Michigan residents improve their
economic positions?
A: 1) Provide guidance and financial assistance to entrepreneurs, small businesses, inventors,
researchers, and other "new entrants" to the market in order to increase opportunities for growth while
challenging existing businesses to provide better wages/benefits to compete for workers, and to become
more innovative and efficient to compete for customers. 2) Support career-oriented skills education and
expansion of infrastructure to give businesses the resources they need to thrive. 3) Increase operational
efficiency of government operations to decrease spending while improving service offerings. 4) I could go
on forever
4. ELECTIONS: What state policies do you support regarding campaign funding and voting rights?
A: 1) Apply the same conflict of interest laws to politicians that government employees are subject to (the
implications of that are very broad in terms of campaign funding, in addition to other benefits politicians
get from private interests). 2) Biometric voter registration in lieu of ID as proof of identity that reduces
hurdles for low income individuals. 3) Eliminate gerrymandering 4) Increase the time period available to
get signatures for voter initiatives to qualify for the ballot
5. ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY: What actions or policies do you support to protect Michigan’s water, air
and land for current and future generations, while meeting the state’s energy needs? Explain how those
actions or policies would affect the future of Enbridge Pipeline 5.
A: The price of oil is increasing quickly as we resort to more expensive methods to get at the stuff that's
hard to reach. Natural gas has remained relatively stagnant but will also increase. By contrast, the costs
of renewable energy are following typical technological price curves and are dropping in cost dramatically
while increasing in efficiency. It makes economic sense to divest assets away from fossil fuels and allocate
them to solar because that will generate the greatest returns on fiscal expenditures. Markets are already
making Line 5 outdated and irrelevant, so it represents nothing more than risk cost.
6. JUSTICE: What policies will you pursue to promote social and racial justice in our state?
A: 1) Update law enforcement using modern techniques and methods (and eliminate civil asset forfeiture)
2) Comprehensive prison reform to make criminals positively-contributing members of society. 3) Assess
complaints of unequal treatment/wages in the workplace using objective measures of productivity and
qualifications. 4) Reverse the revisions to consumer protection laws implemented under Engler. 5) Expand
and enforce equality under the rule of law 6) Provide incentives to use existing buildings in residential,
commercial, and industrial districts rather than expanding outward to build new ones.

TIMOTHY COON, Libertarian
Did Not Respond in Time for Inclusion
The League of Women Voters is a nonpartisan national organization whose purpose is to promote political responsibility
through informed and active participation of citizens in government. The League never supports or opposes any candidate
or political party. Candidate responses are included as submitted and have not been edited except in cases where the
replies have exceeded the stated word limitations. Spelling and Grammar were not corrected. The inclusion of
candidates’ statements and opinions is solely in the interest of public service and in no way is to be construed as an
endorsement by the League of Women Voters which takes no responsibility for any views or facts stated by the candidates.
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